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Abstract 

The development of specific Decision Support Systems has been 
a common practice in distinct areas, such as Medicine, 
Engineering, and Finance. These systems has been used to help 
decision making in particular situations, in which the information 
complexity difficult an optimal human decision. The idea of this 
work is to propose a general auxiliary system whose main 
objective is to assist the decision maker in the task of testing and 
implementing his particular project or plan. The prognostic about 
the best solution is made in accordance with important criteria 
(the criteria and alternatives are defined by the system user). That 
analysis will be performed with the support of a Fuzzy 
Multicriteria System. A Case Base Reasoning prototype module 
is also included as an important learning mechanism. The 
objective of this last module is to increase the level of assistance, 
making possible to the users recover past similar cases comparing 
with new situations presented. This paper presents the innovative 
combination of three important mechanisms in a graphical  
interactive system that helps the decision maker in all the 
decision process. The application�s generality enables its 
employment in distinct fields, in accordance with the decision 
maker requirements.  

 

1. Introduction 

The motivation for this paper was not a specific problem. 
However, the verification that few researches has been 
developed related to the aspect of produce general 
intelligent frameworks for decision making stimulated this 
research. The fundamental idea is to propose a generalized 
intelligent system that might be adapted to specific 
situations, allowing to the Decision Maker (DM) the 
simulation of strategies and the identification of promising 
solutions.   

The decision process (in several areas) involves complex 
subjective criteria whose input values are better 
represented by linguistic terms than by crisp numbers.  
This situation is common due to the fact that several times 
the precise information is not available or even when this 
exact information is not the adequate representation for the 
problem uncertainty and vagueness. 

Fuzzy Sets (Zadeh 1965) have been applied as an 
important tool to represent and treat the uncertainty in 
varied situations. Linguistic terms are represented by 
membership functions which translate the vagueness 
related to the proposed problem. This capability of fuzzy 
to treat uncertain information (in a natural form) is the 
reason for its success in many applications. However, the 
combination of fuzzy with other intelligent methods, 
forming  hybrid systems (Kasabov 1996), has influenced 
the construction of powerful platforms. The advantages of 
each technique might be combined in one unique system. 

This work proposes an hybrid intelligent system that 
combines three fundamental techniques in an integrated 
platform to decision aid. These three modules are:  

• The Fuzzy Set Module: This module deal with the 
uncertainty in the specification of performance values 
for alternatives  related  to criteria (criteria that will be 
used to the project assessment). This module is also 
used to represent the imprecise information about the 
weight of importance to each criterion.  

• The Multicriteria (Zimmerman 1991, Triantaphyllou 
2000) Module is applied to define the optimal 
alternative among the available options for a project 
decision. A multicriteria solution is helpful when the 
problem analysis involves varied and complex 
evaluation criteria that must be aggregated to produce 
a final assessment. So, the DM might explore and 
simulate distinct situations based on a particular 
scenario.  

• The CBR (Case-Based Reasoning) (Kolodner 1993) 
Module proposed for this platform is a prototype of a 
more complex structure. The idea is to propose an 
intelligent resource to recover previous similar events. 
Similar past scenarios (similar projects or plans) that 
could be useful for the solution of a new situation 
would be recovered. Another important aspect of this 
resource is the possibility of incorporating a learning 
mechanism for the system.   

 

These modules will be better explored in next sections. 
Figure � 1 shows the basic structure of this hybrid 
platform.  
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 Figure � 1 The modular system structure 

The innovative idea of this proposal is the possibility of 
increasing the potential help for the DM in real situations. 
A careful analysis about the problem is always necessary  
to produce better results. However, the availability of a 
consistent framework to simulate situations and to explore 
alternatives and similar past cases increases the chances of 
success for a project.  

Another important characteristic of this platform is related 
to its computational implementation. The construction of a 
system with an attractive interface is an objective of this 
work. This characteristic might be observed in all the 
system modules. For example, the fuzzy module has a 
graphical interface for the definition of membership 
functions. The MCDM module has an interactive interface 
which permits the graphical exploration of the final 
ranking order of alternatives. All the project information 
(the defined membership functions, the alternatives list, the 
performance values for alternatives, the fuzzy weights, the 
cases list, and so on) are stored in a relational database. 
This database allows the organization of the project  
information in several tables, permitting posterior consults 
to similar cases and data recuperation for a detailed 
analysis.   

Next section discusses some related works. Thereafter, the 
next three sections describe each one of the three main 
modules of this platform with more details. Section 6 
presents a practical example to illustrate the system 
working. Finally, the last section is used to define some 
future improvements and to present some important 
conclusions.  

2. Related Works 
There is a diversity of fuzzy shells and CBR shells. 
However, rarely they combine more than one intelligent 
methodology in the same computational environment. An 
interesting work proposed by Bana e Costa (Bana et al. 
1999) presents a joined application of four Decision 
Support Systems. The idea of this integration is the 
proposal of a more complete application for decision help, 
contrasting with the use of simple tools to solve well 
defined decision problems. For this intent are basically 
applied graphical tools for the exploration of the problem 
situation (through the identification of critical factors) and 
MACBETH (a Multicriteria technique) to evaluate the 
attractive options on the space solution.    

The PolicyMaker (Reich and Cooper 1997) is a 
commercial framework for the evaluation and 
implementation of political plans. This system maintains a 
group of organized tools that allows a rigorous analysis in 
relation to a project or plan. The system also permits the 
simulation of future chances of success by the 
modification of actors values or by the transposition of 
obstacles.  

These are two examples of generalized platforms used  to 
support decision making. However, they present distinct 
methodologies to implement this support. The platform 
presented in this paper has a similar objective, but a 
distinct approach is applied. The motivation for this new 
application is a previous work (Royes and Bastos 2001) 
that suggests a Fuzzy Multicriteria system for the specific 
task of election forecasting. The nucleus of this new 
proposal is the aggregation of intelligent mechanisms 
through the direct manipulation of fuzzy values and the 
possibility of recuperating past similar cases. This 
conjunction of human inspired technologies results in a 
practical application of the approach known as soft 
computing (Jang and Sun 1997). 

 
3. Fuzzy Module 

The imprecise and uncertain information is a common fact 
in the process of decision making. In some fields (mainly 
in the social area) the presence of the human factor is a 
strong motivation for the acceptance and treatment of  
uncertain information. The possibility of expressing the 
imprecision through linguistic terms (represented by fuzzy 
sets) gives to the DM the opportunity to represent in a 
realistic way the analysis of the problem situation. The use 
of crisp values might represent a forced approximation of 
an uncertain information. Another motivation for a fuzzy 
module in this platform is the evidence that in varied areas  
the prognostics are normally based on subjective linguistic 
terms.  

Fuzzy logic has been used with success in traditional 
fields, such as Engineering and Medicine, through the 
construction of specialized systems. Using this platform, 
other less explored areas might be contemplated with an 
intelligent assistance.  

The fuzzy sets definition is applied in two moments in this 
proposal:  

• To define the possible input values to each evaluation 
criterion. Each alternative to be assessed in the 
suggested problem will use these values to express its 
performance with regard to the criterion. 

• To describe the importance weight for each criterion. 
The DM uses linguistic terms which better represent 
the importance level, such as: Little Important, 
Medium Important, Very Important, etc. 

THE HIBRID  PLATFORM 
 Fuzzy  Module 

MCDM  Module CBR  Module



Some works (Yeh and Deng 2000,  Chen 2000) present a 
similar possibility  to define fuzzy sets for the performance 
of alternatives and weights. However, their limitation is 
that they allow the determination of a unique kind of 
function, usually trapezoidal or triangular. The generic 
platform here described offers to the user the choice 
among distinct kinds of membership functions, such as: 
Trapezoidal, Pi, Type S, Type Z, Triangular, etc. So, the 
DM might choose the function that better traduces his/her 

uncertain situation. Figure � 2 shows the interface of the 
fuzzy module. The same interface is applied for the 
definition of possible input values for criteria (alternatives 
performances are defined with these possible fuzzy values) 
and for the fuzzy weights. Using this system module, the 
DM can freely delimit the universe of discourse to each 
criterion and the number of linguistic terms that must 
defined according with the application necessities.

Figure � 2 The Fuzzy Module Interface 

 

These fuzzy information determined by the DM in the 
fuzzy module are the basis for the system working. The 
other two modules make their reasoning and calculations 
based on the imprecise data here defined.  

4. Multicriteria Decision Making Module 
An usually applied technique in Decision Making 
problems is the MCDM (Multicriteria Decision Making) 
method. The MCDM is classified in two main branches 
(Zimmerman) normally. The MADM (Multi-Attribute 
Decision Making) problems are related to situations 
involving a discrete and predetermined number of 
candidate alternatives. On the other hand, the MODM 
(Multi-Objective Decision Making) problems work with 
continuous spaces with a infinite or vast number of 

alternatives. Frequently, Multi-Objective problems are 
solved by mathematical programming with varied 
objective functions.  

The focus in this paper are MADM problems defined by a 
finite set of important attributes (criteria) necessary for the 
plan or project assessment. These criteria are utilized to 
evaluate a finite set of alternatives or project options. The 
fundamental objective of the MADM method is to 
determine the optimal alternative (the most satisfactory 
alternative in relation to the criteria requisites).  

Frequently, the MADM methods present two basic steps:  

• The calculation of the aggregated performance value 
for each alternative. This value resumes the final 
performance of each alternative in relation to the 
evaluation attributes and 



• The ranking of alternatives according with the 
performance index obtained in the previous step. 

There is a diversity of MADM methods. All methods 
support the decision through the choice of the optimal 
alternative and/or via the ranking of the available options. 
Each method has a distinct approach to process the two 
basic steps. For example, the AHP (Analytic Hierarchy 
Process) method (Saaty 1980) uses pairwise comparisons 
among alternatives to determine the performance of each 
alternative with regard to each criterion. In some other 
methods, such as in the WPM (Weighted Sum Model ) and 
WSM (Weighted Product Model), the decision matrix 
(Triantaphyllou 2000) with the performance values to each 
alternative is directly supplied by the Decision Maker. The 
majority of the methods applies a decision matrix to 
process the basic steps, in spite of important differences.    
Figure �3 shows the structure of a generic decision matrix: 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure � 3 The MADM Decision Matrix 

Where:  

M is the number of alternatives; 
N is the number of criteria; 

ija  represents the performance of alternative i in relation 

to criterion  j. It represents a fuzzy performance value in 
fuzzy approaches and  

jw  is the importance weight of criterion j. It represents a 

fuzzy weight in fuzzy approaches.  

The alternatives scores and the criterion weights are 
expressed by precise values for crisp MADM models. 
However, in real situations (in which the available data are 
usually vague and imprecise) these models are limited to 
represent correctly the problem.  

Fuzzy MADM approaches has been developed to surpass 
these limitations. Frequently, these Fuzzy MADM models 
are extensions of crisp methods, using the basic resolution 
form for the two basic steps. However, they introduce the 
fuzzy sets concept to represent the uncertain information 
about the ratings of alternatives and to describe the 
uncertainty in the criterion weights. The linguistic terms 

and their respective membership functions defined by the 
fuzzy module are now utilized by the MCDM module.  

So, the decision matrix is now composed by fuzzy values. 
Fuzzy arithmetical operations must be used to produce the 
final aggregated scores for each alternative. The concept of 
LR Fuzzy intervals (Yager and Filev 1994) is applied to 
simplify these computations and to permit operations with 
distinct kinds of membership functions.  

The Fuzzy Topsis (Chen 2000) is the selected method 
(among the Fuzzy MADM methods available in the 
literature) with some relevant improvements. The selection 
of the best method for an application is not a trivial task. 
The basic justifications for this choice are:  

• Its interactive and attractive form used to obtain the 
necessary information for the multicriteria analysis 
and 

• Its mathematical formulation that might be easily 
understood and accepted by the Decision Maker.  

Another positive aspect of this model is that it does not 
demand (such as occur with some other models) the 
repetitive user effort in hundreds or thousands of 
comparisons between alternatives, when the number of 
options and attributes increase.  

The basic idea used by Topsis to determine the optimal 
alternative, and consequently the ranking order, are the 
concepts of Positive Ideal (A*) and Negative Ideal 
Solutions (A-). The solutions contain the fuzzy linguistic 
values which represent the best (A*) and the worst (A-) 
fictitious scores for all criteria. The optimal alternative is 
that one with the shortest distance (normally an Euclidian 
or Hamming distance) to the Ideal Positive and, at the 
same time, with the longest distance to the Ideal Negative.  
Solutions (A*) and (A-) are represented by vectors, in 
which each element represents the best (A*) and the worst 
(A-) possible score to each criterion.   

For the proposal here presented each element is not a 
simple triangular or trapezoidal fuzzy number. They are 
LR Fuzzy intervals (more details about LR Fuzzy intervals 
will be presented next). The values for the ideals are 
interactively suggested by the system user according to the 
fuzzy sets which were previously defined. The distances of 
the scores of each alternative to the ideal solutions are 
calculated in a posterior step. 

An important improvement of this proposal to the Topsis 
method is the application of LR Fuzzy intervals. The 
Topsis model uses only trapezoidal or triangular 
membership functions for the definition of alternatives 
scores and weights. This fact might be observed as a 
limitation, since the Decision Maker must always convert 
the uncertain information for these function types. LR 
Fuzzy intervals allow a flexible generalization for any 
function format: Trapezoidal, Type S, Type Z,  Pi, etc. The 

Criteria 
               C1 C2  C3   ...      CN 

  Alternatives     w1  w2  w3   ...      wN 
___________________________________________
  A1  x11  x12  x13   ...      x1N 
  A2   x21  x22  x23   ...      x2N 

     .   .   .  .   . 
   .   .   .  .   . 
   .   .   .  .   . 
  AM  xM1  xM2  xM3   ...     xMN



system user might select distinct function formats for the 
alternative ratings and for the criterion weights. Later,  an 
internal system procedure converts these formats to the 
generalized form of LR Fuzzy intervals. The notation for 
LR Fuzzy intervals is:  

),,,(~ βαmmM = LR 

Where m  is the center left (or peak left) of the original 

function (now represented by the Fuzzy LR interval M~ ); 
m  the center right; andα  and β  respectively the left and 
right spreads of the original function in relation to the left 
and right centers.  

Therefore, the product operation (necessary to multiply the 
alternative performance by the respective criterion weight) 
is defined with this notation:  

),,,(* abbaabbababa mmmmmmmmBA ββαα ++=  

Where A and B represent the two Fuzzy LR intervals to be 
multiplied ( ijxA ~=  and  jwB ~=  �  see 4th Step below) .  

The steps described below resumes the fuzzy multicriteria 
process:  

1st Step: The evaluation criteria and the candidates 
alternatives for the specific plan or project  are stipulated; 

2nd Step: The membership function formats for the rating 
of alternatives and criteria weights are defined by the 
Decision Maker; 

3rd Step: The respective weights for the criteria are 
determined and the decision matrix (see Figure � 3) with 
the alternatives ratings is also defined;  

4th Step: Now, the weighted decision matrix ( nmxV~ ) is 
generated by the product:  

jijij wxv ~~~ *=  

where ijx~ represents the performance (rating) of alternative 

i for criterion j and jw~ is the weight of criterion j. These 

two values are here represented as LR Fuzzy intervals and 
the product result ijv~ is also a LR Fuzzy interval; 

5th Step: The vectors representing the Positive Ideal (A*)  
and Negative Ideal Solutions (A-) are defined : 

( )+++=+
naaaA ~,...,~~

2,1  , 

( )−−−=−
naaaA ~,...,~~

2,1  , 

Where n is the number of evaluation criteria for the 

problem. The terms +
ja~  and −

ja~ are also LR Fuzzy 

intervals; 

6th Step: The distances to the ideal solutions might be 
calculated with the weighted matrix and the ideal solutions 
already defined: 

∑
=

+ −=+ m

i
iji vajd

1
~~   , (distance to Ideal Positive) 

∑
=

−−=
− m

i
iij avjd

1
~~  , (distance to Ideal Negative) 

j = 1, 2, ... n  

Where n represents the number of alternatives to be 
compared with both the best and worst solution and m, the 
number of criteria; 

7th Step: Finally, the crisp Performance Index (Pi) is 
calculated representing the aggregated result for each 
alternative:  

−+

−

+
=

ii

i

dd
d

iP , 

i = 1, 2, ... n 

 

The alternatives are ranked in decreasing order according 
to their Performance Indexes  (Pi). 

The interaction of the multicriteria module with the 
Decision Maker (in relation to the definition of weights, 
alternatives performances, Ideal Positive and Negative 
Solutions, etc.) is made by a graphical interface. This 
graphical interface permits a more user friend definition 
for the situation description.   

The ranking result might be explored by the Decision 
Maker through the use of graphical resources. Figure � 4 
illustrates the graphical interface of this module using the 
example that will be detailed in Section 6.  

 



 
Figure � 4 The MCDM Module 

5. Case-Based Reasoning Module 
CBR is a computational intelligence tool whose knowledge 
source is a memory of important past cases, instead of 
generalized rules. New solutions are generated by 
recovering and adapting past similar cases. Past lessons 
provide precious information about positive and creative 
solutions just as problems that happened in similar 
situations. 

The option for this tool in a general framework is related to 
the analysis about tendencies which are observed in the 
real world in distinct areas. It is observed that similar 
problems usually have similar solutions. Another aspect is 
that past situations have good chances to happen again in a 
similar way.    

The decision making process might use the CBR technique 
as a powerful resource. A previous similar scenario can be 
applied to support an analogous strategy.  

Another important motivation for the use of CBR to 
decision making is related to its learning mechanism. The 
humans learn while acquire more experience. Similarly, a 
CBR system increases its performance while acquires new 
relevant cases. CBR expert systems might be observed in 
traditional fields, such as Medicine, Law, and Finance 
(Lake 1996). 

The application of CBR has two basic objectives in this 
work:  

• The potential of decision help might be increased 
since past similar cases are stored and recovered to 

compare with a new situation. The Decision Maker 
may adapt a previous solution for a new problem.  

• To provide a generic learning mechanism to the 
framework. The system increases its performance with 
the acquisition of new cases.  

The system maintains different case databases. One for 
each kind of project or plan.  

Another implication of a CBR module for a generic system 
is that the indexes used for case recovery are not fixed. 
The Decision Maker defines the recovery strategy through 
generic options. Some of these options are: cases with 
similar criteria; cases with similar weights for criteria; 
cases with similar scenarios; etc. This last option demands 
a more complex recovery procedure.  

As this system works with uncertainty, great part of the 
stored  information about cases is fuzzy values related to 
the rating of alternatives, weights,  and ideal solutions.  

This CBR module is still in development. A prototype of 
this module is already implemented. However, new  
indexes and some other resources will be projected.  

6. The Practical Example 

The example used to illustrate the system working is 
related to political prognostics. Politics was selected 
because the analysis in this area is based on vague and 
uncertain information.  

The fundamental analysis to be made with this example is: 
�predict, with reasonable accuracy, probable election 



winners�. For this task, a group of complex subjective 
criteria was defined with the expert assistance and with the 
support of relevant literature (Dalton and Wattenberg 
1993, Miller and Shanks 1996) about political analysis.   
The resultant prognostics are useful as a realistic 
simulation of the candidate chances. This kind of 
prediction made before the campaign might support, for 
example, the analysis of the adequate candidate for a party. 

The specific situation to be explored is the election for 
mayor in the year 2000, in Florianopólis, the capital of the 
state of Santa Catarina, Brazil. The expert opinions and the 
information collected in opinion pools are used to support 
this analysis.  

The example is detailed using the sequence of steps 
described in Section 4: 

1st Step � The evaluation criteria and alternatives are 
determined: 

The determination of criteria in election forecasting is not 
a  simple task. The criteria are defined with help of experts 
in politics and with the analysis of the local voter�s 
behavior. Five criteria are identified with this analysis:   

1) The candidate�s party organization in the specific 
region where the election will take place (C1); 

2) The candidate�s Rejection rate (C2). This is a 
negative factor for the candidate election; 

3) Popular identification with the candidate�s party 
(C3); 

4) The candidate personal qualities (the candidate�s 
profile) (C4) and 

5) The prevision of  investments in the candidate�s 
campaign (C5). 

The alternatives are the five candidates which run for that 
election: Portanova, Vanio, Grando, Angela, and Blasi.  

2nd Step � The definition of membership functions: 

The experts define the adequate function formats for the 
linguistic terms related to the candidates performance 

assessment and criterion weights. Functions type Pi (as 
presented in Figure � 2) are used to represent the linguistic 
terms for the criteria input values. For the criteria weights 
are used Trapezoidal functions (Kaufmann and Gupta 
1991), according with Table � 1 (all values are normalized 
to the interval [0,1]):  

Linguistic Term Trapezoidal Membership Function 

Least Important (0,0,0.1,0.2) 
Little Important (0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4) 
Medium Important (0.3,0.45,0.55, 0.7) 
Important (0.6,0.7,0.8,0.9) 
Very Important (0.8,0.9,1,1) 

Table � 1 The membership functions for weights 
 
3rd Step � The determination of the Decision Matrix and 
weights for each criterion: 

The criteria weights are careful determined by the 
Decision Maker (in this case the expert in politics)  
according to the voter�s profile for this region, more 
influenced by the candidate�s profile than by the 
candidate�s ideological trends (C2 and C4 are pointed as 
important criteria). Table � 2 presents the weight for each 
criteria with its respective fuzzy LR-type representation:   

Weight Linguistic Value LR-type representation 
w1 MI  - Medium Important  

(0.3,0.45,0.55, 0.7) 
 (0.45,0.55,0.15,0.15) 

w2 I      - Important                 
(0.6,0.7,0.8,0.9) 

 (0.7,0.8,0.1,0.1) 

w3 LI   - Little Important        
(0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4) 

 (0.2,0.3,0.1,0.1) 

w4 VI   - Very Important       
 (0.8,0.9,1,1) 

 (0.9,1,0.1,0) 

w5 VI   - Very Important        
(0.8,0.9,1,1) 

 (0.9,1,0.1,0) 

Table � 2 The criteria weights 

The decision matrix ( 55
~

xD ) with all the candidates 
performances is also defined (see Table � 3 below).  

 

 

 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 
Portanova L 

(0,0,0.2,0.3) 
MH 

(0.55,0.7,0.8,0.95) 
M 

(0.35,0.45,0.55,0.65) 
M 

(0.35,0.45,0.55,0.65) 
L 

(0,0,0.2,0.3) 
Vanio MH 

(0.55,0.7,0.8,0.95) 
MH 

(0.55,0.7,0.8,0.95) 
ML 

(0.2,0.25,0.35,0.4) 
ML 

(0.2,0.25,0.35,0.4) 
M 

(0.35,0.45,0.55,0.65) 
Grando ML 

(0.2,0.25,0.35,0.4) 
M 

(0.35,0.45,0.55,0.65) 
M 

(0.35,0.45,0.55,0.65) 
MH 

(0.55,0.7,0.8,0.95) 
ML 

(0.2,0.25,0.35,0.4) 
Angela H 

(0.8,0.9,1,1) 
ML 

(0.2,0.25,0.35,0.4) 
MH 

(0.55,0.7,0.8,0.95) 
H 

(0.8,0.9,1,1) 
H 

(0.8,0.9,1,1) 
Blasi H 

(0.8,0.9,1,1) 
MH 

(0.55,0.7,0.8,0.95) 
ML 

(0.2,0.25,0.35,0.4) 
ML 

(0.2,0.25,0.35,0.4) 
M 

(0.35,0.45,0.55,0.65) 
Table � 3 The Decision Matrix   



4th Step � The weighted matrix ( 55
~

xV ) is generated by the 

product: jijij wxv ~~~ *=  

The values in the decision matrix are transformed to LR 
Fuzzy intervals before this step.  

5th Step � The vectors representing the Positive Ideal (A*) 
and Negative Ideal Candidates (A-) are defined (with the 
values already transformed to LR Fuzzy intervals):  

A+ = ((1,1,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(1,1,0,0),(1,1,0,0),(1,1,0,0) ), 
A -  =  ((0,0,0,0),(1,1,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0)) 

These fictitious ideal candidates will be compared with the 
performances of the real candidates.  

6th Step � The distances ( +d  and −d ) of each candidate 

to the Ideal Positive and Negative Candidates are 
calculated. The distances for the five candidates can be 
observed in Figure � 4  (Section 4). 

7th Step �  Finally, the Performance Index (Pi) for each 
candidate is computed based on the distances calculated in 
the previous step. The winner candidate is Angela 
according with this index (P4 = 0.87). The final ranking 
order can be observed in Figure � 4. This final order and 
the differences between candidates performances coincide 
with the official results of this election. 

The CBR module might be used to observe the situation of 
previous similar elections. The Decision Maker might 
simulate distinct actions with the results of a past similar 
election (with a similar scenario). For example, analyzing 
actions that changed the ranking order of a candidate.  

It is important to emphasize that this is an example. The 
Decision Maker might adapt the system for his/her specific 
problem or project.  

7. Conclusions and Future Improvements 

A generic hybrid platform suggests a new form to deal 
with knowledge, conjugating imprecise information with a 
multicriteria tool that points to the best option. The CBR 
mechanism complements the system offering a generalized 
learning resource. The decision help process becomes an 
integrated practice with these three modules.  

The positive results obtained with the example presented 
in the previous section have stimulated new researches and 
improvements to this platform. The CBR module is still a 
prototype and will be improved in future works.  

More detailed analysis must be made to evaluate the 
impact that the transformation to LR intervals presents in 
relation to the possibility of some waste in the uncertainty, 
initially defined by the user. A more rigorous sensitivity 
analysis (Triantaphyllou 2000) is also necessary to 
evaluate the stability of the Topsis method.    
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